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Why do Consumers
Get Scammed (Or Not)?
A Survey Amongst 4,305 Consumers



Management Summary

• The study received responses from a total of 4,305 internet 
users. A high number of respondents were from English 
Speaking countries, between the ages of 18-44, and had 
some level of education. 39% were educated to either a 
bachelors, masters, or PhD level.

• 82% of respondents claimed to have been exposed to a 
scam in the past year.

• Phishing is still the most popular scam, however, 
cryptocurrency scams, unexpected promises of money, and 
product scams (non-delivery and receiving fake or inferior 
goods) was also notably high.

• 71% of our respondents claim that they can identify a 
scam, however, this conflicts with the 67% who were 
exposed to a scam and fell for it.

• The amounts reported lost range from a $1.59 to $696,942. 
Many victims also lost money in cryptocurrency which is in 
line with the increasing popularity of these scams.

• Many participants in the study use unreliable methods to 
check if websites are safe or not. 10% claim that they do 
not check whether a website is legitimate or not.

• Online fraud remains underreported. Only 44% claim to 
report a scam when confronted with it. Many viewed 
reporting scams as too complicated or that they did not 
know who to report the scam to.

• Finally, public perception of police and government efforts 
in fighting scams is very low. Only 12% of our respondents 
were very positive about this.



Join us at the Global Online Scam Summit!

Register for free at: www.globalonlinescamsummit.org

http://www.globalonlinescamsummit.org/
http://www.globalonlinescamsummit.org/


82% of the participants exposed to a scam
In the last year, have you been in contact/contacted by anyone who tried to scam you?

Only 12% reported that they have not been approached by a scammer last year

Yes, definitely
62%

Yes, I think so
20%

No
12%

Don't know
6%



71% claim they are (very) confident identifying a scam
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To what extent are you confident that you would be able to identify a scam if you came across one?

Which conflicts with 67% of the survey participants who were exposed to a scam and fell for it



45% of the victims do not see the scam until it is too late
If you were involved in a scam, what was the main reason this happened? (Please select the most appropriate answer)

Greed (14%) and “Taking a Gamble” (17%) play a minor role 

I did not identify the 
scam until it was too late

45%

I lacked the knowledge 
to identify the scam

24%

I suspected it was a 
scam but I chose to risk 

it
17%

I was attracted by the lure 
of money

14%



Phishing is still the most ‘popular’ scam
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(Cryptocurrency) Investments

Attempts to gain your personal information (phishing)

Fake charities

I have received threats or been extorted

I ordered a product that did not arrive,

I received a fake or inferior product/service

I was involved in a dating or romance scam

I was not confronted with any scams this past year

I was promised money (inheritance, lottery, etc.)

In the last year, what types of scams were you confronted with? (select all that apply)

(Cryptocurrency) investment schemes and “Unexpected money” scams are however gaining popularity



The amounts reported lost range from a $1.59 to $696,942
In the last year, what types of scams were you confronted with? (select all that apply)
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Amount Lost

More and more victims indicate their loss not in their national currency but cryptocurrency (mainly Bitcoin)

Average 
Amount Lost: 

$11,147

Median 
Amount 

Lost: 
$400



42% were approached more frequently by scammers
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Compared to the year before do you feel you were approached more or less by scammers?

30% stated being approached by scammers about the same. Only 28% stated being approached less. 



67% of those targeted by scams, fell for it

56% lost money, 10% personal data and 6% was extorted or took part in an illegal activity (3%)

If you were targeted by scams in the last year. As a consequence, which of the following happened?
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I was drawn into the scam initially but did not suffer any type of loss

I lost money

I ended up taking part in an illegal activity I did not want to

I was blackmailed, extorted, or threatened in some way

My personal data was stolen



10% never check if a website is a scam or legit
Which methods do you use to check if a website is legitimate or a scam?

Unsafe methods to check the legitimacy are still being used such as
checking reviews (41%) and the presence of an SSL certificate (19%)
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 I call the website to check

 I check company registries (listed by chamber of commerce/financial…

 I check for copied text on the website (plagiarism)

 I check for reviews on other websites

 I check for spelling/grammar errors

 I check if the company is also active on social media

 I check if the email address is free (e.g. gmail.com)

 I check if the phone number is a VOIP number

 I check if there is a phone number

 I check whether you can pay with Credit Card / Paypal (a refundable…

 I do a reverse image search

 I never check if a website is legitimate or a scam

I use the rule “if it is too good to be true”

 I verified if there is a valid SSL certificate

I ask friends/family



Only 44% report a scam when confronted with it

I do not know; 10%

No; 46%

Yes; 44%

Think of the last time you were confronted with a scam. Did you report the scam to anybody?

If reported, review sites are the most popular (21%) followed by ISPs, consumer protection agencies and the local police (all 14%)
The national police is the least popular channel to report scams to (6%)

If you want to report a scam, where would you report it first?
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Blogs, Fora & Social Media

Consumer Protection Authorities

Financial Authorities

Internet Service Provider / Hosting
Company

Local Police

National Police

National Reporting Website

Review Sites



Of the 46% who do not report scams, 23% do not know how
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 I did not have time to report it

 I did not know who to report it to

 I did not realize that I should have reported it

 I did not think I needed to report it

 I did not think it was my responsibility to report it

 I did not think it would make a difference if I reported it

 I forgot to report it

 I thought someone else would report it

 I was afraid or ashamed to report it

 I was not certain if it was a scam or not

 It did not seem worth reporting

 Reporting it seemed too complicated

I did not want to get involved

Which reasons would you have to NOT report a scam? (select all that apply)

Additional reasons for not reporting are that the process is too complicated (15%) or that reporting would not make a difference (11%)



64% rate Police and Government efforts as (very) poor

Very Poor
35%

Poor
30%

Okay
23%

Good
8%

Very Good
4%

How would you rate your government/police’s efforts in fighting scams?

Only 12% are (very) satisfied with the efforts of their law enforcement and governments regarding their scam fighting efforts
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About this Report



4,300+ consumers participated in the survey

Male
59%

Female
34%

Other
1%

Prefer Not to Say
4%

Left Blank
2%

I am a....

We received response from more than 150 countries, most respondents are from English speaking countries.
26% from the USA followed by India (8%), Australia & UK (each 5%) and South Africa and Canada (each 4%)

Males are overrepresented as most visitors on ScamAdviser.com are male



Relatively young people joined the study
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No schooling completed

Nursery school to 8th grade

High School

Trade/technical/vocational training

Bachelors Degree

Master's Degree

Doctorate Degree

Prefer not to say

What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? 

49% is aged between 18 and 44 years

The educational level is quite high with 39% having a bachelor, master or doctorate degree
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ScamAdviser

Jorij Abraham has been active in the 
ecommerce community since 1997. 
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Director of Consulting at Unic.
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Feedback is greatly appreciated. You can contact us at report@scamadviser.com
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ScamAdviser

ScamAdviser helps over 3 million 
consumers every month to discover if 
a website is legitimate or a possible 
scam using an advanced AI algorithm. 

Every month, ScamAdviser scans 1 
million new domains. Its data is used 
by anti-virus companies, browsers 
and internet filters to alert more than 
1 billion consumers worldwide. 

http://www.ecommercefoundation.org/
http://www.ecommercefoundation.org/
mailto:report@scamadviser.com
http://www.petscams.com/
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Disclaimer
This reports is a publication by ScamAdviser, which also owns the 
copyright for this report. Although the utmost care has been taken 
in the construction of this report, there is always the possibility that 
some information is inaccurate. No liability is accepted by 
ScamAdviser for direct or indirect damage arising pursuant to the 
use of the report.

Copyright 
It is not allowed to use information published in this report without 
Scamadviser’s prior consent. Any violation in this regard will be 
charged a legal fine of € 25,000, as well as a further penalty of € 
2,500 for every day that this non-compliance continues. However, 
it is allowed to use small parts of the information published in our 
reports provided that proper sourcing is used (e.g. “source: 
www.scamadviser.com).

Scamadviser
Keurenplein 41
UNIT A6311
1069 CD Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Email: report@scamadviser.com
Facebook: facebook.com/sadviser/
Twitter: @scamadviser
Linkedin:  linkedin.com/company/scamadviser

http://www.scamadviser.com/

